
RYANEYES ASSET 
MANAGEMENT DATA 

WAREHOUSE COLLIMATE
Bringing Intelligence and a Clear 
Perspective to Your Investment 

Decisions  

The critical variables in an asset management data warehouse are position, performance, 
risk, and transaction. Asset managers have had unenviable task of assembling this data 
from a variety of intelligence sources to generate the actual calculations, insights, and 
reports to assess opportunities. To make matters worse, managers had to cobble together 
incompatible tools, use a variety of applications and in most cases had single-use solu-
tions that would only assist with risk or performance; but rarely both. 

RyanEyes’ Collimate is a data warehouse solution that provides our asset 
management clients including hedge funds and sell-side firms transpar-
ency, automation, and actionable insights. Collimate integrates perfectly 
with Ryan Eyes software to deliver our clients a new level of information 
across the front, middle and back office including their research, trading, 

accounting, and compliance solutions.

Based on a proprietary platform that can normalize, aggregate, and enrich your data 
across the enterprise. Ryan Eyes replaces pain staking, manual tasks leveraging intelligent 
automation throughout the operations of the firm.

The benefit of RyanEyes Collimate to our clients is that they have the ability to leverage 
the raw data in their database or intelligence through the RyanEyes solution to more easi-
ly manage and monitor risk, compliance, transactions, and tax issues and obligations.
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What does it do?

•Consolidate Reports across Geneva/ 
APX, Fund Admins and other systems

•Manage, Monitor & Report Compliance 
Obligations Including 13F,G&H

•Develop Investment Classification 
Schemes

•Track Taxlots, Profit & Loss and Cash

•Tax Reporting

•Temporal Database to Track Soft & 
Hard Closes

•Risk Reporting

Benefits, Features and 
Functions 
•SaaS / Cloud Based Service
•End to End Encryption
•Easy- business users can operate
•Mobile app enabled
•Sequence multiple events and 
dependencies
•Quickly and seamlessly integrate 
multiple data sources
•Process e-mails with PDF’s 
automatically
•Website Monitoring & Storage
•Integration with industry standard 
accounting systems and many fund 
administrators

Monitor Websites & Store 
Information 

Automatically and repeatedly, pro-
cess multiple web sites’ information; 
store that information and determine 

when and if it has changed.

Investment Classification 
Schemes

Classify securities by manager 
without having to maintain multiple 

classification schemes for each. 
Collimate provides the ability to 

configure a “master” classification 
scheme for each security and then 

override for each manager as needed.

Compliance Reporting 
Manage schedules 13F, 13G, and 

13H and monitor suspicious 
trading activity. Collimate provides 
monitoring of your positions and 
activity so you know when to file.



Portfolio Accounting 
Repository and Tax Reporting 

Collimate Integrates with 
Geneva/APX and other 

industry standard systems

Capture your Fund Admin’s detailed re-
porting and store your Balance Sheet, 
Income Statement and any supporting 
reports. Collimate will allow you to de-

termine the best tax lot relief method for 
closing lots. in your trading system. Track 

both on and off balance sheet values. 
Integrate bespoke spreadsheet data into 

your repository. Calculate VaR, Sharpe Ra-
tio, Sortino, Shock Analysis Scenarios and 
Volatility in near real-time. Collimate uses 
R calculations to quickly crunch the num-

bers for your intraday reporting needs.

Process e-mails with 
Attachments

Automatically and repeatedly, process 
multiple web sites’ information; store 
that information and determine when 
and if it has changed. Automatically 

process hundreds of emails automat-
ically; saving the email attachments, 

reading the values embedded within a 
PDF and then storing that information 

intelligently.



"We chose Ryan Eyes because 
it monitors complex portfolio 
compliance rules in real time and 
captures the staff responses with a 
sophisticated workflow management 
tool. Truly comprehensive in scope, 
Ryan Eyes gives our operations, 
accounting and compliance teams 
full transparency into our daily, 
weekly and monthly processes and 
compliance rules."

Peter Seuffert, COO, Sustainable 
Growth Advisers

“We have been using Ryan Eyes for 
the last 7 years and it has become 
an essential part of our workflow. 
With hundreds of jobs and tasks 
embedded in our workflow, it 
seamlessly, integrates automated 
and manual tasks and provides 
internal reporting that is core to our 
firm.”

Chris Hughes, Axonic Capital

RYANEYES
9 E 47th Street, 4th Floor

New York, NY 10017
www.ryaneyes.com
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The real value is that RyanEyes delivers the information seamlessly, securely, 
quickly and graphically, in an easy-to-read single pane-of-glass format. Fund 
managers eliminate manual spreadsheet entry, constant data tracking, oner-

ous report writing and concerns about integrating multiple data sources.


